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ABSTRACT
Over a period of years, search engines have become adept at un-
derstanding and providing relevant results for short user generated
queries for monolingual search. However, the brevity of search
queries can be a limitation for cross-lingual e-commerce search.
Previous studies have demonstrated that discourse-level context
information can improve machine translation (MT) for document
translation but there is no well-defined context regarding MT for
query translation. Therefore, in this study, we aim to improve MT
for search by incorporating contextual signals from search sessions.
Our first step is to explore and categorize two types of contextual
queries from search sessions: those with content variations and
those with spelling variations. We then propose an innovative ap-
proach to derive bilingual training data from search sessions and
incorporate the session queries as contextual signals. Using this
data, we augment the training data to improve MT. Our initial ex-
perimental results demonstrate that augmenting the training data
with content variant session queries as context can enhance MT
for query translation. Overall, our study provides insights into how
contextual information from search sessions can be leveraged to
improve machine translation in multilingual e-commerce search.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Multilingual and cross-lingual re-
trieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multilingual search capability is essential for modern e-commerce
product discovery [12, 33]. Localization of e-commerce sites have
led users to expect search engines to handle multilingual queries.
Recent proposals such as multilingual information retrieval and
product indexing has gained traction with neural search engines
[8, 11, 13, 17, 20]. However, many e-commerce search indices are
still built on monolingual product information and multilingual
search is supported though query translation [2, 9, 19, 24, 25, 35].

Query translations are a key component in large multilingual e-
commerce stores because it allows users to find product information
written in languages different from the language of the query. Given
a query in the source language, it uses its translated form as the
input for the search engine to retrieve documents in the target
language. Search engines typically have preferred word choices and
collocations based on users’ query patterns [14, 29], and previous
studies have demonstrated that better translation quality improves
retrieval accuracy [3, 7, 33].

Typical modern neural machine translation models for query
translation (Search MT) are trained on bilingual query data for
domain adaptation. User-generated queries are short and have lim-
ited textual context in query texts, which can pose difficulties for
search MT to learn word senses and choices as well as other linguis-
tic aspects sufficiently during training. Meanwhile, incorporating
context in the neural machine translation is studied extensively
for document-level machine translation (Document MT). Previous
studies show that neural machine translation can distinguish and
learn from the discourse history when the source texts of the train-
ing data is extended with document-level context [26]. However,
little attention has been received on exploring and incorporating
contextual signals for Search MT. Unlike Document MT where
neighboring sentences in the document of an input sentence can
serve as a natural source of context, it is not as straightforward
to define the context for an input query of Search MT. Further-
more, context-aware MT systems usually require the context as
part of the input at inference time; In an industry setting, it is pre-
ferred not to modify the run-time input query of the search MT
as it adds further complexity such as latency to the large search
ecosystem. Therefore, in this paper, we present a pilot study that
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uses queries from search sessions as contextual signals to improve
search MT which does not require changes in run-time input and
output setups. We first categorize two types of contextual queries
from search sessions: content variant queries and spelling variant
queries, and we propose using Levenshtein Edit Distance [10] as
a soft approximation to differentiate the two types. We then pro-
pose an innovative approach to derive bilingual training data from
search sessions and incorporate the session queries as contextual
signals. Using this data, we augment the training data to improve
Search MT. Our initial results show augmenting the training data
with context session queries that are mainly content variations can
improve the search MT for English-German by +0.7 BLEU.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) Explore and analyze the
user-generated query data from search sessions in the e-commerce
multilingual search; (2) Propose an approach to incorporate queries
from search sessions as contextual signals in the bilingual query
data; (3) Propose a method to augment search MT training using
the bilingual query data extended with contextual signals.

2 SESSION-BASED QUERIES IN E-COMMERCE
MULTILINGUAL SEARCH

Users are provided with the option to search and browse products
in their preferred language which differs from the primary language
of the store. For example, users can query in English in the German
store where the primary language is German. Given a query from
a search session of a user, the previous and the next queries of
the current query can serve as contextual queries and provide
more information to the current query. Based on our analysis
and observation 1, we propose two main categories of contextual
query(ies) for a given current query, namely content variant queries
and spelling variant queries.

2.1 Content variant queries
Semantically-related queries are contextual queries that are se-
mantically related to the current query. For example, vanilla extract
for baking -> vanilla or guitarras elétricas yamaha -> yamaha paci-
fica (Portuguese); accessoire ordinateur -> tapis de souris, bmw 328i
2011 grille calandre -> grille calandre (French). These queries are
all topically related, likely stemming from a similar shopping intent.

Multilingual queries are semantically identical or similar to the
current query but partially or entirely in the primary language,
which are particularly common and unique in the e-commerce
multilingual search. For example, laserdrucker multifunktionsgerät
(German) -> laser printers, tiroir plastique organisateur (French) ->
plastic drawer ; abajur star wars (Portuguese) -> star wars lamps for
adults. This phenomenon can be from users’ curiosity for product
discovery with queries in both the preferred language and primary
language of the region, or search results may be unsatisfactory in
one language so they may try another language, but the reason for
this behavior is not in the scope of this study.

2.2 Spelling variant queries
While topically-related and multilingual contextual queries are
mostly content variants of the current query, there are also a number

1Refer to section 4.1 for more details on stats of the Search Session Data for the analysis

Figure 1: Restructure search session queries as contextual
signals in the bilingual query data
of contextual queries that are spelling variants of the current query.
For example, akubormaschine->akubohrmaschine (German), adidad
tshirt -> adidas tshirt. The majority of such cases come from users’
spelling correction behavior.

3 INCORPORATING QUERIES FROM SEARCH
SESSION AS CONTEXT FOR SEARCH MT
TRAINING

User-generated queries from search sessions are related to each
other as discussed in Section 2, the previous and the next queries of
the current query can serve as context to provide more information
for the current query. Therefore, we propose to restructure such
query data and use it to augment the training data for MT training.

Given a bilingual query set 𝑄 collected from query log, 𝑄 =

(𝑝1, 𝑝2 ...𝑝𝑛) where 𝑝1 is a bilingual query pair with contextual
queries from the search session; 𝑝 = (𝑞𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣, 𝑞𝑠𝑟𝑐 , 𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 , 𝑞𝑡𝑔𝑡 ) where
𝑞𝑠𝑟𝑐 is the current query in the source language, 𝑞𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 is the previ-
ous query in the source language from the same search session of
a given user, 𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the next query from the same search session
of the given user, 𝑞𝑡𝑔𝑡 is the current query in the target language
generated by the Search MT in production.

We restructure each query data point 𝑝𝑖 into two bilingual train-
ing data pairs 𝑝1

𝑖
and 𝑝2

𝑖
as Figure 1. 𝑝1

𝑖
= (𝑞𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝑞𝑠𝑟𝑐 , 𝑞𝑡𝑔𝑡 ) con-

catenates the current query and previous query as one query in the
source language with the query in the target language, while the
other pair 𝑝2

𝑖
= (𝑞𝑠𝑟𝑐 + 𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 , 𝑞𝑡𝑔𝑡 ) concatenates the current query

and the next query as one query in the source language with the
query in the target language.

We propose to use this restructured data 𝑄 ′ = {𝑝11, 𝑝
2
1, ...𝑝

1
𝑛, 𝑝

2
𝑛}

from search sessions to augment the training data for training
Search MT. Intuitively only content variant queries from sessions
(in the source language) can provide more contextual information
that is beneficial forMT training. Therefore, in cases where there are
more spelling variant queries, we propose to use edit distancemetric
such as Levenshtein Edit Distance [10] between the previous
(next) query and current query to separate spelling variant and
content variant contextual queries.

4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Experiment Setup and Evaluation
Language Pairs and Stores: We select three language pairs from
three stores for our experiment: engb-dede (English in German
store), frca-enca (Canadian French in Canadian store) and ptbr-
enus (Portuguese in US store)

Search Session Data Sampling: For each language pair, we col-
lect the user-generated query in the source language which is the
preferred language in a given store (e.g. queries in English from
the German store) and its query translation returned from MT
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which have been used for the downstream search tasks (e.g query
translation in German for the German store as the search index is
in German) if the query translation has results in purchases or a
click(s) to ensure the query translation quality. Additionally, we col-
lect the previous and next queries of the source query (also referred
as "current query" in this paper) from the same search session of a
given user. Previous and next queries are in source language.

Test Data: Query translations from the Search MT are used for
the downstream search tasks, therefore, we create test sets using
the workflow proposed by the study [36] to evaluate both the MT
translation quality and the search performance. We first sample
the query data from historical search traffic that are generated by
customers in the target (primary) language of store 2. Empirically,
we sample queries from the top 30%, bottom 30% and the middle
40% in frequency bins to reflect the distribution of user traffic. To
allow computation of traditional relevance metrics, we aggregate
the purchase product IDs associated with the queries if they are
available. Given queries collected in the target language, language
experts translated these queries to the source language.

The test set is comprised of 4000 queries (as reference query
translation) per store (e.g. German store), and each query is trans-
lated into their respective language pairs (e.g. German queries are
translated to English for the engb-dede langauge pair). Purchased
product IDs associated with these queries are additionally stored,
and they are used as a proxy to search relevance labeled by human
annotators. A previous study has shown that purchases are useful
proxies to human relevance annotations[32]; We use the logarithm
of the frequencies of purchased products as the relevance score.

Evaluation Metrics - MT and Search: We use MT quality metrics
BLEU3, COMET [23] and chrF [21] to evaluate the query translation
quality. We use normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG),
Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision and Recall 4 to evaluate
the search performance of query translations. We set 𝐾 to 16 for
the top-𝐾 search results, using the top-16 products in the search
results to compute nDCG@16, MAP@16, precision and recall@16.

4.2 Training data
Generic Data: We obtain a large quantity of general news and
bilingual web data of over 200 million lines for frca-enca and engb-
dede language pairs, and over 10 millions lines for the ptbr-enus
language pair. This data is used to train a generic (out-of-domain)
MT model.

Query Data with Prefix Context: Using the Search Session Data
described in Section 4.1, we restructure query session data as de-
scribed in section 3. If a previous or next query of the current query
exists, we concatenate the previous query with the current query
as the new source query, and the same procedure is also applied
to the next query; we use the query translation returned from the
Search MT in production as the query in the target language for
training. We sample approximately 4 million lines for language
pairs of engb-dede and frca-enca respectively. For the ptbr-enus

2The search index is built on the primary language of the store.
3SacreBLEU version 2.0.0 [22]
4Both the nDCG@16, MAP@16, precision, recall and chrF are scaled to 0-100 for
computation convenience

Lang Pair Context
Queries

Data
Size

Mean
(Lev )

Std
(Lev)

engb-dede prev 200K 4.90 12.01
next 3 million 4.04 7.67

frca-enca prev 2 million 1.47 1.65
next 3 million 3.30 4.91

ptbr-enus prev 2K 3.26 9.03
next 30K 4.33 5.83

Table 1: Mean of Levenshtein distance between previous
(prev)/next queries and current queries across language pairs

language pair, the data set is much smaller at about 30 thousand
lines due to smaller volume of traffic.
Query Data with Selected Prefix Context: We further create an-
other data set only keeping data whose contextual query (previous
or next query) and current query has Levenshtein Edit Distance5
more than the mean of the data sample as shown in Table 1 because
these contextual queries are less likely to be the spelling variants of
the current query, which can be beneficial for model training. This
data is comprised of 3 million lines for engh-dede and frca-enca,
and 15 thousand for ptbr-enus.

Query Data: (i) Human translated query data and (ii) synthesized
query data generated by back-translation are used to fine-tune the
generic MT model. (iii) Bilingual queries from the search session
data (only source-target queries) are also used, with 200K lines for
frca-enca and engb-dede and 1K for ptbr-enus. Human translated
query data is comprised of queries translated from the source lan-
guage to the target language. For back-translation, queries in the
target language (e.g. German queries from the German store) are
translated using a MT model trained on the reverse language pair
(translating German queries to English). Data filtering is applied
during data collection for back-translation; Only queries searched
with a frequency greater than one were considered to reduce noise.
A total of 120K human translations and 5 million back-translated
queries were used for each language pair.

4.3 Machine Translation (MT) models
For model training, we use a transformer-based architecture [28]
having 20 encoder and 2 decoder layers with the SockeyeMT toolkit
[5]. In our experiment, for each language pair, we train three search
machine translation systems namely𝑀0 (baseline),𝑀1 (full context),
and𝑀2 (selected context). For each model, we first train a generic
machine translation system then fine-tine this generic machine
translation system using domain-specific query data. The three
search MT models all use the same generic MT system which is
trained on the generic data, then they are fine-tuned on different set
of domain-specific data for domain adaptation:𝑀0 is the baseline
model which is fine-tuned on the query data.𝑀1 is fine-tuned on
the query data and query data with prefix context.𝑀2 is fine-tuned
on the query data and query data with selected prefix context.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
MTMetrics: Table 2 shows the MT metrics6. For engb-dede, we
observe both models𝑀1 and𝑀2 have better query translation qual-
ity than the baseline model 𝑀0 with +0.7 and +0.4 BLEU scores
5All of the operation (insertion, deletion and substitution) costs are set to 1
6All the MT metrics are computed with lowercase
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Lang pair Model BLEU chrF COMET

engb-dede
𝑀0 (baseline) 55.1 82.9 86.7
𝑀1 (full context) 55.7 83.0 87.1
𝑀2 (selected context) 55.5 83.0 86.9

frca-enca
𝑀0 (baseline) 54.2 80.9 87.6
𝑀1 (full context) 53.1 80.4 86.5
𝑀2 (selected context) 53.8 80.6 87.3

ptbr-enus
𝑀0 (baseline) 53.2 78.8 85.5
𝑀1 (full context) 53.0 78.6 84.4
𝑀2 (selected context) 53.0 78.8 84.6

Table 2: Translation quality metric results of the MT models.

Query Source
(English)

Query Translation
(German)

Model𝑀0 Model𝑀1

twist-off glasses twist-off brille twist-off gläser
hand cream dispenser handsahnespender handcreme spender
face mask christmas gesichtsmaske weihnachten mundschutz weihnachten
car wash autowaschanlage autowäsche
sanding block schleifbock schleifklotz
wastepaper bin papiertonne papierkorb
flower box holder blumenkastenhalter blumenkastenhalterung
storage tins kitchen aufbewahrungsdosen küche vorratsdosen küche
fidget toy fidget toy zappeln spielzeug
dental mirror dental spiegel zahnspiegel

Table 3: Query translation comparison

respectively as well as COMET and chrF. For the other two lan-
guage pairs, models 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 do not have higher MT metrics
than baseline. Based on the Levenshtein distance as shown in table
1 for the query session data analysis, there are likely much more
contextual queries that are spelling variant queries instead of con-
tent queries for the frca-enca and ptbr-enus. For frca-enca, model
𝑀2 has improved +0.7 BLEU than Model𝑀1 after we filter 19% data
with lower Levenshtein edit distance than the mean of the data set.
Therefore, it signals that spelling variants are not beneficial to the
MT training, which is consistent with our initial hypothesis. For
ptbr-enus, we also observe the same pattern as the frca-enus. In
addition, the query data with prefix context is also much smaller
than the other two language pairs so the overall influence on the
overall MT metrics is much smaller accordingly.

Search Metrics: Table 4 shows the search metrics7 for the trans-
lated queries from the three models. Overall, the search metrics are
consistent with the MT metrics across the language pairs except
for ptbr-enus. For ptbr-enus, model𝑀1 has higher MAP, Precision,
Recall and F1 although it has slightly lower MT metrics than the
baseline Model𝑀0. Therefore, the query translation from the model
𝑀1 is slightly more suitable for the down stream search tasks. We
also observe the scale of improvement in search metrics is smaller
than the MT metrics because search ecosystems have different tol-
erance of the query translation quality across different language
pairs, which is also analyzed in a previous study [34].

Improved Query Translations: We further investigate the im-
proved query translations from the model 𝑀1 for the engb-dede
language pair. We observe cases which have shown the the model
𝑀1 can learn the word sense better with the context during training.
As table 3 shows, for the English query twist off glasses, the word
glasses can be either the glasses for eyes or the glass containers. In

7All the search metrics are computed using Top-16 search results

Lang pair Model nDCG MAP Precision Recall F1

engb-dede
𝑀0 54.98 46.61 29.43 2.76 4.94
𝑀1 55.20 46.71 29.48 2.77 4.96
𝑀2 54.92 46.54 29.43 2.76 4.95

frca-enca
𝑀0 56.41 47.13 29.79 3.34 5.88
𝑀1 55.97 46.84 29.57 3.30 5.82
𝑀2 55.98 46.81 29.68 3.32 5.85

ptbr-enus
𝑀0 61.19 53.86 34.76 3.11 5.52
𝑀1 61.16 53.93 34.81 3.12 5.53
𝑀2 60.96 53.90 34.64 3.09 5.49

Table 4: Search metric results of the MT models.
𝑀0: Baseline model,𝑀1 model with prefix context,𝑀2 model
with selected prefix context

this query, it refers to the glass container that can be twisted open.
The model𝑀1 trained with context can translate the query into the
correct word sense whereas the baseline model𝑀0 translates it into
eye glasses. Another example is face mask christmas, which refers
to a mask with Christmas patterns. While model 𝑀0 translates it
into the cosmetic face mask, model𝑀1 translates the query to the
correct product.We also observe a number of cases where the model
𝑀1 can translate with better word choice and forms. For example,
the translation of the query hand cream dispenser is translated as
handcreme spender whereas it is translated as handsahnespender
by the baseline model. In this case, the term handcreme is more
proper word choice than handsahne. Furthermore, there are also
cases where the model𝑀1 can return correct translations whereas
the baseline model struggles to translate. For example, queries fidget
toy and dental mirror remain untranslated or partially untranslated
while model𝑀0 and𝑀1 returns a full translation.

6 RELATEDWORK
Previous studies have shown the benefits of using extended source
language context aswell as bilingual context extensions in attention-
based neuralmachine translation[26]. Other studies have also shown
extended and modified deep network-based MT models can take
advantage of document-level context [6, 15, 16, 27, 30, 31, 37, 37].
In the search community, leveraging queries from search session to
improve query understanding tasks such as query rewriting, query
reformulation and search intent detection is a well-studied field of
research [1, 4, 18, 38]. However, there has not been extensive study
on utilizing contextual information to improve machine translation
for the purpose of improved search retrieval. Our contribution is
that by employing session-based queries to improve machine trans-
lation quality, we are able to improve downstream search retrieval
tasks.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we first propose two main categories of contextual
queries based on our data exploration and analysis, then propose
to use queries from search sessions as contextual signal to improve
MT for e-commerce multilingual search. Our results show that
using content variant contextual queries to augment training data
as contextual signals can be beneficial to training MT for query
translation, while using more spelling variant contextual queries
can have negative impact. While as a pilot study our experiment is
limited to three language pairs, we will further explore the potential
of employing contextual signals for a wider range of language pairs
in future work.
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